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Conclusion 

101. I offer sincere sympathy to Mr Meyer's family for the loss of their much loved

brother.

102. I thank the Assisting team for the high quality of their assistance and support
throughout this inquest, and the cooperative approach taken by the legal team

representing the NSW Commissioner. I acknowledge also the excellent work
undertaken by the Officer in Charge, Detective Inspector Allcroft, in investigating
Mr Meyer's case and compiling the coronial brief of evidence.

Findings required by s81(1) 

As a result of considering all of the documentary evidence and the oral evidence heard 

at the inquest, I am able to confirm that the death occurred and make the following 

findings in relation to it. 

Identity 
The person who died is Siosiua Mateaki He Latu Meyer 

Date of death: 
Siosiua Mateaki He Latu Meyer died on 23 October 2021. 

Place of death: 
Siosiua Mateaki He Latu Meyer died in Liverpool Hospital, Liverpool NSW. 

Cause of death: 
The cause of Siosiua Mateaki He Latu Meyer's death is the complications of infective 

exacerbation of bronchiectasis with car pulmonale. 

Manner of death: 
Siosiua Mateaki He Latu Meyer died of natural causes while he was in lawful 
custody. 

I close this inquest. 

?)___,..,.... 
Magistrate E Ryan 
Deputy State Coroner, Lidcombe 
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